
 
 
 

Geoffrey Gatza  
 

 
 

 
I had a major diva moment  
 
 
 
As we change our food systems we need to recall all of our eggs 
 
I am a secret Muslim and my soon-to-be-ex-husband confronted me, demanding that I agree to make a new 
reality TV show with him or he will release a number of sex tapes we made while we were together. I was 
dressed as a rabbit but I swear I am not a furry, it was just the heat of the moment. We were at a fancy dress ball, 
there was a murder of woman dressed as a newspaper and a man who happen to like rabbits.  
 
Anything is a possible rumble of thunder 
 
 



 
Pete Seeger and Charles Olson walk into a Bar 
 
 

 
On 8/27/10 10:08 AM, "Tom Clark" wrote: 
 
Geoffrey, 
 
Look forward to seeing the bound proof.  
 
About Olson and Pete Seeger, they were both at Harvard and both dropped out around 1938. Both were then in New York 
and Washington. They travelled in the same political circles.  The one incident that I know of is this. At an Almanac House 
dinner in Greenwich Village hosted by Seeger in 1941, Seeger introduced Olson to Woody Guthrie. Olson at the time was 
doing editorial work for the journal Common Ground. He asked Woody to write an article for that journal. Woody wrote a 
piece which had soon morphed into Bound for Glory.  
 
Ok, cheers, 
 
Tom 

 
 
The bartender sez:  
 
I want to be an engineer when I grow up, or a pirate captain  
A Fashion Barbie with townhouse and a bright blue car. 
 
Me and Marilyn Monroe are similar in lots of ways 
 
The details have just been revealed in Poets & Writers magazine 
 
I am very, very flattered  
to be compared to the famous Marilyn  
 
Thank you Hollywood!  
We are looking forward  
 
I wish her the best in everything 
The world will be watching your hair fall out 
 
And if we are bound for glory and none will survive 
Will you call the mayor of providence and ask him 
 
If we cannot, truly, get to there from here?   
 
 



 
 
20 titles for the Same Poem  
 
 
 

1.  Bullitt The Bulldog Watches TV 

2. That’s Dirty Canasta  

3. It May Sound Like Devil Talk, But It Means Something.  

4. The Wrong Ideals Won The 20th Century 

5. Bagoosh  

6. Forrest Gander Fever Goes Viral  

7. Is This America Or Soviet Russia  

8. It’s Like Reagan In Eighty-Two 

9. You Can Come Back If You Want 

10. I Have A Phd In Comparative Poetics From Glenn Beck University  

11. Let’s Not Say Things We Cannot Take Back,  

12. You Are Nothing But A Waitress In Disguise  

13. The Wonders Of Fire 

14. Nice Sork 

15. Montage Cowboy In Midnights Showcasing 

16. To The Target Cashier Who Was Rude To Me 

17. Middle Class Protest 

18. Police Pronounce Live Woman Dead  

19. The Crime Was Making News 

20. I Hope This Hopes 



 
 
Thank you for your time 
 
 
 
It is the rainbow time we squander  
together that glints everything memories  
 
To forget for minutes the string tied  
to the floating reality above our balloon  
 
He stood boldly in between the slat house  
and the bulldozer 
 
The slats show through the cracked plaster 
risk brown wood rots, the grass grows tall 
 
 
The story of the cranberry unfolds on your hat 
 
Brimming human forgetfulness points towards history 
 
We demolish so much of our selves, our buildings   
 
This ice cream cone symbolizes  
so much more than the freedom  
felt in backseats of cars, it is the fear  
 
experienced by millions of cows frozen  
from being alone, trapped in a dark box;  
served with a simile and colored sprinkles  
 
 
 



 
 
Get your Yankee feet off of my property  
 
 
 
I have taken full responsibility for the oil spill  
I will make this right. My family tree lit up. 
 
In Virginia we revere David Hasselhoff 
 
A postmortem examination  
will be held this morning. 
No arrests have been made. 
 
We will have the governors chair in our camp.  
For nearly two decades we have been fighting  
for peoples rights. Stop using dirty catheters.   
 
The only thing left to decide is who drives this home 
You are reading Geoffrey Gatza right here in a book 
 
 


